CAPABILITIES STATEMENT
Reducing Risk at Public Venues with Leading-Edge People Screening Systems
In mid-2016, after an armed ISIS sympathizer killed nearly 50 people in an Orlando, Florida, nightclub,
the U.S. Department of Homeland Security issued a National Terrorism Advisory System Bulletin
calling for increased public vigilance and awareness of “homegrown violent extremists” who could strike
with little or no notice.
Among the settings that could be at significant risk are sports venues, with more than 12,000 stadiums
in 224 countries, including 2,500 in the USA alone.1 From community playing fields to high school,
college and professional arenas, law enforcement, government leaders and facility/team owners are
tasked with protecting players, spectators and workers. One of the most effective tools for creating a
secure environment is a people screening system that features state-of-the-art metal detectors.
Advanced OPS International, LLC manufactures and supplies innovative security products, services,
and solutions for private industry, law enforcement, correctional facilities, government agencies, and
the military, in the U.S. and around the world. In addition to proprietary Remote Electronically Activated
Control Technology (REACT®) in our less-lethal control and restraint products, we also supply industryleading body armor and X-ray/scanning solutions, including walk-through metal detectors, handheld
metal detection, and whole body contraband detection.
Advanced OPS International, LLC was founded by Monty Helmer, a U.S. Army veteran, former law
enforcement officer, and security expert in control and restraint products, screening systems, threat
detection, asset protection and anti-terrorism security solutions for multinational companies. We serve
more than 6,000 clients worldwide and our broad portfolio of products, services, and solutions enables
us to accommodate complex and often urgent requirements with a consistent track record of
excellence.

Walk-Through Metal Detectors
18-Zone (AOI-18Z)









Uses advanced magnetic technology to accurately pinpoint the location, size, and number of
concealed weapons, such as knives and guns.
Personal artifacts such as coins, keys, or belt buckles will not set off the alarm.
Password protection prevents hostile change of parameters by any unauthorized person
Adjustable audio tones; sound and light alarms
Front panel displays useful data; e.g., number of persons passed by, times of alarm, strength of
interfering signals, etc. LED displays on both sides.
Safe around cardiac pacemakers, hearing aids, pregnant women, compact discs and other devices
Sensitivity Level from 0-255
DSP and microprocessor-controlled

33-Zone (AOI-33Z)







33 distinct pinpoint detection zones for full target coverage on the left, center and right side of the
body from head to toe
Access control panel designed for authorized personnel with specific, multi-level security codes.
Authorized users can change settings easily via the touchscreen.
Audible alarm and visual LED lights that signal when a target has been detected
Pinpoint lights on the exit gatepost show the location of offending object
Dual channels and DSP circuit allow several AOI-33Zs to operate simultaneously in close proximity
to each other
Meets IP55, IEC standards for weatherproofing, foreign object protection

Multi-Zone (AOI-60P)









Multi-Zone Technology with the choice of 8,16, or 24 detection zones
IP Grade: IP67 Superior Waterproof Performance
Optional back up battery life of 8,16,24,48, or 72 hours
Metal Detector controlled through wireless connection
Adjust the alarm sounds arbitrarily.
Detection Technology: Evenly distributed detection technology which creates no blind spots.
Counter: Recording number of individuals passed and alarm totals.
Query function: This system has real time information query function.

AOI-1000HH & AOI-2000HH Handheld Metal Detector


Detects any type of concealed conductive metal, from pins, razor blades and keys, to knives and
handguns
o
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Medium-size handgun from 20cm
Large knife from 13cm
Razor blade from 7cm
Hat pin from 3cm

Materials detected include ferrous, non-ferrous and stainless steel items
2,000 searches with a 10% alarm rate on one 9-volt battery
Safe around cardiac pacemakers, hearing aids, pregnant women, compact discs and other devices
Sensitivity adjusts automatically; if metal is detected, Transit alarms for several seconds, then
resets to zero, ready to detect any further metal items
Includes holster for carrying on a belt.

Download product specifications for all people-screening systems at:
http://advancedopsinternational.com/people-screening/
1http://www.worldstadiums.com
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